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INTRODUCTION 

 

What is content management? 

Content management refers to the system and processes whereby information is created, managed, 

published, and archived. Information typically passes through this lifecycle for a finite period of time. A 

content management system (CMS) provides the necessary infrastructure for multiple persons to effectively 

contribute content and collaborate throughout these lifecycles. 

With the explosive growth of the Internet, fundamental content management needs have also grown. No 

longer can information be published online in a manual process and be left unattended. Online information 

must be continually reviewed and updated by content editors so that other content consumers, including 

customers and search engines, have access to the most up-to-date version. 

Web content management systems were developed to meet the needs of organizations with a growing online 

presence.  A CMS typically offers: 

• Easy content creation and editing for non-technical content contributors 

• Access rights for security 

• Structured workflow processes for content approvals 

• Archival and versioning of content 

• Templates for consistent output 

• Content check-in/check-out services for distributed users 

Introduction to Cascade Server 

Cascade Server is an enterprise web content management (WCM) solution designed around XML. Cascade 

Server enables distributed content creation and publication while streamlining the process of repurposing 

content to multiple formats. Cascade Server can be accessed from any Internet-connected browser and is 

designed to allow non-technical users to update their own website content. Cascade Server runs on an 

effective, yet simple to deploy and manage architecture. It is a J2EE compliant web application that ships as a 

Tomcat application.  

Browser-Based Client for Mac and PC 

Cascade Server makes creating and editing easy with a zero footprint client. Users can access Cascade any 

time from any place and because it is browser-based for Mac and PC, no client downloads or applets are 

required. Cascade is completely compatible with Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox, enabling users are able 

to upload and download files right within their web browser. 
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Purpose 

This document seeks to provide a clear and concise summary of Cascade Server’s technical architecture, the 

features available with Cascade, and most importantly, how these features work. After reading this document, 

you should not only have a better understanding of Cascade 

5.0 and its capabilities, but also, of its structure and how 

Cascade Server actually operates.  

To your right, is Cascade’s User Interface, the Dashboard. By 

the time you’ve finished reading this document, the 

knowledge that you’ve gained in doing so will enable you to 

seamlessly navigate Cascade’s User Interface and begin 

creating and publishing your own content like a pro! 

 

 

CASCADE SERVER STRUCTURE 

 

Introduction to Cascade Architecture 

Cascade Server has an entirely granular structure, enabling relationships to be flexible and customized to suit 

your organization's needs. Cascade 

Server typically runs behind a 

corporate firewall. Content is 

managed directly through the web 

application and is then published out 

(via SFTP, FTP, etc) to remote servers 

that live outside of the protected 

environment, reducing the 

management cost of the 

deployment. Optionally, Cascade 

may be load balanced using Apache. 
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Cascade runs as a Spring application primarily. Access to the application occurs either through a Struts 

controller or an Axis web services layer. Data is managed through a Spring/Hibernate integration layer. 

 

LAYOUT 

Personalized Dashboard 

Cascade’s Personalized Dashboard allows users to customize viewing preferences and manage workflow more 

efficiently in a workspace environment best suited to the individual user.  

The Dashboard, also referred to as the Home Area, is used to supply the user with a summary of the activities 

that require user attention. The dashboard displays automatically when a user logs into the system and can 

alternatively be accessed at any time by selecting "Home" from the main menu. The dashboard consists of 4 

tabs: 

1. Dashboard - offers quick access for creating content, outstanding items, and recently viewed assets. 

2. Messages - used to display system messages as well as messages from other users to the user. 
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3. Workflows - displays all the user's active workflows. 

4. Locks - displays a list of all the assets checked out by the current user. 

 

The dashboard is also available as a personalized RSS feed so that the user can view their items from an RSS 

reader as well as a portal system (as a channel or portlet). 

From the Dashboard or Home screen, under the Base Folder, numerous folders can be created, each holding a 

separate site. Each site folder will contain folders with content elements organized by type (such as images 

and blocks) and folders with pages organized in a logical structure as it would appear in a site map.  The layout 

of the Home screen is based on the recommendation that it’s typically easiest to organize common elements 

by type, however, the layout of the Dashboard and the actual structure of content is extremely flexible and 

entirely up to the user.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USERS, ROLES, & GROUPS 

 

Users 

A user in Cascade Server is one who uses 

the content management system. Cascade 

Server requires individuals using the system to 

authenticate upon login for security, logging, 

and resource management purposes. Each 

user has a user account with a User ID 

(username), password, full name, and email as 

well as group and role membership. 
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Every user is identified by the system with his or her User ID. A password is then used for authentication and 

the full name and e-mail serve as contact information for the user. The group and role membership help to 

determine the privileges a user has in the system and help establish his or her access to various system 

resources. 

 

Introduction to Roles 

In Cascade Server, the 

abilities of a user are often 

defined by the Role(s) to which 

that user is assigned. Either 

these roles may be assigned 

explicitly through the user 

management system, or they may be inherited from the groups to which that user currently belongs. Roles 

outline the access rights for individual users. Roles also determine the order in which the workflow process 

occurs according to the customization of the workflow process. An Administrator assigns roles. Roles are not 

inherited according to the workflow process; a user must be given specific roles to contribute to the workflow 

process (i.e. if an Approver needs the ability to edit content then (s)he must be given a Contributor role in 

addition to the Approver role. 

  

The five roles in Cascade Server, starting with the most basic user level, are: 

Contributor 

Contributor is a role in the system and can be assigned to a User or a Group. The Contributor role is the 

most basic role and allows only the simplest actions within the CMS. Contributors may be given read or write 

access to areas in the system. These access permissions are set by an Administrator at the folder level and are 

set for an individual User, Group or for All Users. 

 

A Contributor-level user may: 

• Navigate through the site structure (read or write access). 

• View content (read or write access). 

• Edit content (write access only) 

• Create new content using Asset Factories (determined by the listing under the New 

menu)(write access only). 

• Copy items (write access only). 

• Delete items (write access only. 
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Approver 

Approver is a role in the system and can be assigned to a User or a Group. The Approver role allows the 

same actions as the Contributor, as well as allows the user to take part in the workflow process and review 

and approve (or reject) content that belongs to an active workflow. 

 

Approvers may be given read or write access to areas in the system. These access permissions are set by an 

Administrator at the folder level and are set for an individual User, Group or for All Users. Actions taken by an 

Approver-level user within Cascade Server will go through a pre-determined workflow process similar to that 

of a Contributor-level user in order for the action to be completed, which may include approvals by other 

Approver-level users. 

 

An Approver level user may: 

• Navigate through the site structure (read or write access). 

• View content (read or write access). 

• Edit content (write access only) 

• Create new content using Asset Factories (determined by the listing under the New 

menu)(write access only). 

• Copy items (write access only). 

• Delete items (write access only). 

• Approve or reject content in a workflow he/she is assigned to. 

 

A Group can also be assigned an Approver-level role with Cascade Server. When a Group has an 

Approver role assigned to it, any Users within that Group may approve or reject workflow steps 

assigned to the Group. 

Publisher 

Publisher is a role in the system and can be assigned to a User or a Group. The Publisher role allows the 

same actions as the Contributor and Approver, as well as allows the user to push content out to a live site, 

either by completing workflow that contains a publish trigger upon completion or by selecting assets he/she 

has access to and selecting to publish them. 

Publishers may be given read or write access to areas in the system. These access permissions are set by an 

Administrator at the folder level and are set for an individual User, Group or for All Users. 

A Publisher level user may: 

• Navigate through the site structure (read or write access). 

• View content (read or write access). 

• Edit content (write access only) 

• Create new content using Asset Factories (determined by the listing under the New menu) 

(write access only). 

• Copy items (write access only). 

• Delete items (write access only). 
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• Approve, Publish, or reject content in a workflow he/she is assigned to. 

• Bypass workflows to publish content directly upon editing. 

• Cancel publishing jobs he/she has initiated (4.0 and higher). 

Manager 

The Manager role is the second highest role. It has many of the powers of the highest role, administrator, 

but those powers are more limited in scope. Generally, the manager role is used to assign administrator-level 

privileges to a site or sub-site. Since roles are cumulative, managers have all of the powers of the roles 

beneath them (publisher, approver, contributor) as well as the power to bypass workflow. 

 

Another key difference between the manager role and the roles beneath them is that they have access to the 

Administration area to control items like configuration sets, metadata sets, publish sets, data definitions, and 

workflow definitions. Putting a user in the manager role and setting up the appropriate access rights provides 

for a user that is fully autonomous in the CMS across assets, sites (targets), and administration components. 

 

For Cascade Server versions 4.0 and higher, Managers may also create users with the role of Manager or 

lower, and assign access rights within the manager's own area. In addition, Managers can cancel any publish 

job where the manager user has read access permissions to the asset associated with the publish job be it a 

Folder, Page, File, Target, or Destination. 

 

Key aspects of the manager role: 

• Limited by system access rights 

• Access to the Administration area 

• Ability to bypass workflow 

Administrator 

Administrator is a role in the system that permits full, uninhibited access to any asset and/or area of the 

system. A user assigned the administrator role has access to both the standard " Home" area where web page 

assets are managed and the " Administration" area where advanced system entities and publishing can be 

configured. Folder access rights do not apply to the administrator role; therefore, a user with administrator 

rights can view, edit, copy, delete, or move an asset without restriction. Additionally, administrators have the 

ability to break asset locks anywhere in the " Home" area. 

Because an administrator has access to the everything within the system, the role should be assigned sparingly 

to only authorized users who require such access. In most cases, providing users with a manager role, which is 

more restricted and one level down from the administrator position will allow them to handle and perform 

most of the administrator operations. Managers have all of the same access and capabilities as administrators, 

except that access rights apply to them. Therefore, a user with manager access can be appropriately 

permitted and/or locked out from areas in both the "Home" and "Administration" sections of the CMS as 

applicable. 

Note that each role inherits capabilities from the role beneath it. For example, the Manager may do anything 

that the Publisher, Approver, and Contributor role may do, but not everything that the Administrator is 
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capable of doing. When considering if an action by a particular user is permissible, Cascade Server will 

examine the highest role that user has been given. 

Groups 

A Group is made up of one or more users with common permissions. 

Groups are created and populated by Administrators or via a third-party authorization system (e.g. LDAP 

authentication). Each user in the system must be given membership in one Group, and can be given 

membership to multiple Groups. Group role membership is passed on to the user, meaning that the user 

automatically belongs to any roles that are assigned to the group(s) that the user belongs to. This is a 

convenient and often preferred way to easily change role memberships across groups of users. 

In addition to providing a way of assigning roles to multiple users, the group also can be specified in the folder 

access rights interface, giving multiple users read and/or write access to folders and folder-contained assets. 

 

KEY ELEMENTS IN CONTENT CREATION 

 

Like most elements of Cascade Server, the means by which you decide to create new content is flexible and 

entirely up to each content creator. However, the easiest way to create new content in Cascade Server is by 

using the Asset Factory set up by a system Administrator. 

The asset factory will provide a number of different types of assets available to you based on your group 

membership.  Asset factories may include different types of pages such as a Press Release or Newsletter, as 

well as files such as images, and other content such as blocks and stylesheets.  

Assets  

An Asset is any entity within the system that can be used to generate content. Many different types of entities 

can be assets: images, CSS stylesheets, XML blocks, pages, and more. For ease of classification, assets are 

divided into several different groups: 

1.  Page - This is a mutable asset built by the CMS from other assets to create the finished product of 

published documents such as web pages or XML documents. 

2.  File - may be a jpeg image, CSS file, or any other indivisible and immutable asset. 

 

3.  Block - as the name suggests, these are XML building blocks from which other blocks and 

pages are built. 

 

4.  Stylesheet - an XSLT stylesheet is used to transform XML block 

 

5.  External Link - a symbolic link to a specific URL 
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6.  Folder - a container within Cascade that acts a parent asset to other assets. 

 

7.  Template - the basic building block for a page's layout. 

 

8.  Reference - a special asset that is created to represent an existing asset in another 

location, allowing it to be indexed in multiple folders. 

 

In simplest terms, assets are those entities within the CMS that represent and/or can be used to generate 

content. For example, a page (which itself is an asset) might derive some of its content from other assets: 

images displayed on the page, an XML index block transformed by a stylesheet to create a navigation bar, a 

CSS file that gives the styles for the XHTML elements in the page's markup, etc.  

Creating an Asset 

To create an asset using the Asset Factory:  

1. Select New from the top navigation menu. 

2. Select the type of asset you wish to create.  

3. A new page (or block, file, etc) will open.  Here may enter content & metadata as desired. 

4. Select a Name for your new page by clicking on the System tab and typing in the desired name. This 

will determine the final URL for your new page. 

5. A new page will be saved in the current folder by default. If you would like for it to be saved in a 

different folder, you may choose a new folder in the System area as well. Click on the folder chooser 

icon and browse to the desired folder. 

6. When you have finished entering in content, click Submit at the bottom of the page. This will trigger 

the Spell Check, Link Check, and Accessibility Check (if turned on). It will also trigger the appropriate 

workflow process for your page or prompt you to select one if there are options. 
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Components 

A Component is any entity managed within the administration area of the system. They include all elements 

found in the Administration area that are used to create and render assets for a site.  

 Components have varied functions from facilitating the creation, management, and publishing of content to 

the management of system users. For ease of classification, components are divided into several different 

groups: 

•   User - One who uses the content management system.  

•  Group - One or more users with common permissions.  

• Role - Determines the abilities and permissions of a User or Group.  

•  Asset Factory - Provides a quick and easy way to create a specific type of asset or specially 

configured page.  

•  Configuration Set - Allows for grouping of Configurations, making them more manageable.  

• Data Definition- Generate forms-based input fields for the creation and editing of page content, as 

well as to generate XML data from the input provided by a user in said input fields.  

•  Metadata Set - Provides the interface for customizing the kinds of metadata fields that can be 

visible and/or associated with an asset.  

• Publish Set - Allow groups of publishable assets to be published on-demand or on a schedule.  

•  Target- Represents a site or subsite and specifies the format in which content should be published 

(XHTML, XML, etc). A target acts as the glue that binds content to its destination(s).  

•  Destination - Links a target to a transport, specifies encoding (UTF-8 or ASCII), and allows for 

publishing content on a schedule.  

•  Transport - Stores data concerning how published content is pushed out to the final publish 

location. 

Components are stored in Containers in the Administration area and are created by selecting the appropriate 

Add icon for each component section. 

 

Creating Components 

Containers 

Instead of using folders, when operating in the Administration area of Cascade, Containers are used instead. 

Containers are utilized to organize and limit access to Administration components. They can be found on the 

left column in the Administration user interface. 
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To create a new container: 

1. Click on Administration on the top navigation menu 

2. Click on the component type where you would like the container placed 

3. Click New Container on the left side just below the type of component you selected 

4. Follow the applicable steps to create the desired container. 

 

 

Target 

A Target is how a website is defined. Targets bring together a combination of: 

• Output Type- e.g. HTML, XML, PDF, etc. 

•  Template- used to define the look and feel with blocks and stylesheets 

• Base Folder- the core folder of assets 

• Publishing Location- web servers, etc. 

In order to begin creating a new website, a target must first be created. 
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To create a new target: 

1. Go to the Administration area and select Targets and Destinations. 

2. Click Add a New Target. 

3. Under the General tab: 

Name - This will typically be the same name as its corresponding asset folder. 

Parent Target - If this is a sub target, select the appropriate parent from the chooser. 

Base Folder - Select the corresponding asset folder. 

Output File Extension - Typical extensions are .html, .htm, .asp, etc. 

CSS Classes - This allows you to associate specific classes with this site. 

CSS File - This allows you to associate a specific style sheet with this site. 

Type of Data - This determines how content will be output. 

XML Declaration - This determines whether XML Declaration is included in published files. 

Path- This determines whether the target path is included in publishing and allows you to remove the 

base folder path from the published files. 

Uses Scheduled Publishing - This allows you to determine a schedule for automatic publishing. This 

does not interfere with manual publishing. 

4. Click Submit to save the new target. 

Targets may be edited or deleted by selecting the desired target and clicking the appropriate tab. 

 

Configuration Sets 

A configuration set is a collection of configurations that can be used to help create one or more pages. Each 

configuration ties a template together with optional blocks and stylesheets, which can be used to base a new 

page on. 

Even though a configuration set may happen to contain only one configuration, configurations cannot be used 

to create a page unless it is part of a configuration set. 

Multiple configurations in one set are typically used when multiple outputs are required such as HTML and 

printer friendly or XML. 

When creating a new configuration set, you must also create one or more configurations. More may be added 

later, but configurations cannot be reused from other sets. 
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To create a new Configuration Set: 

1. In the Administration area, select Configuration Sets from the left navigation bar. 

2. Navigate to the desired container, or create a new container to hold the new configuration set. 

3. Click New Configuration Set. 

4. On the General pane: 

Name - Enter a descriptive name for your configuration set. 

Parent Container - This value will already be set to the current container, but it can be changed, if 

desired, by clicking the chooser icon. 

5. On the Configurations pane: 

Under Add, select a Template and give a Name to your new configuration.  Click Add this new 

configuration. 

You will then be forwarded to the configuration page which allows you to assign blocks and 

stylesheets to the various template regions, assign an overall stylesheet, and determine whether this 

should be the Default Configuration. 

You may add more configurations by repeating the same steps at the bottom of the frame. 

6. Click Submit to save your new configuration set. 

Metadata Sets 

A Metadata Set is a system component that provides the interface for customizing the kinds of metadata 

fields that can be visible and/or associated with an asset. Since metadata fields can be broken into two 

categories, wired and dynamic, metadata sets allow administrators to choose which wired fields can be made 

visible to end users and which ones will be turned off. Likewise, the interface allows for dynamic fields to be 

created that help to further describe an asset beyond the scope of what regular wired fields allow. 

A Metadata Set allows the administrator to customize metadata options for multiple assets. Metadata Sets are 

managed in the Administration area.  
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To create a new Metadata Set: 

1. In the Administration area, select Metadata Sets from the left navigation bar. 

2. Navigate to your desired Container, or create a new container to hold the metadata set. 

3. Click New Metadata Set. 

4. Under the General pane: 

Name - It is often useful to name metadata sets according to the type of asset that will be used. 

Parent Container - This value will default to the current container, but can be changed by clicking the 

chooser icon. 

5. Under the Wired Fields pane: 

You will see a list of metadata fields that are standard for every asset. The Visibility column allows you 

to determine whether a field is shown in the metadata pane, completely hidden, or shown inline with 

content in the content pane. Checking the Required box will force users to enter a value for that field 

before allowing them to submit assets. 

6. Under the Dynamic Fields pane: 

The dynamic fields allow you to add custom metadata fields. Click on Add Text, Radio, or Dropdown, 

and enter a Name for the new field. Other options can be selected as normal. If you create a Radio or 

Dropdown Field, you will also be prompted to enter the appropriate Configuration for options. If you 

create more than one dynamic field, you may enter a listing order for each field. 

7. Click Submit to save your new Metadata Set. 

To attach a Metadata Set to an asset: 

1. In the Home area, select the desired asset and click the Edit tab. 

2. On the Metadata pane, under Custom Metadata, click the chooser icon and select the desired 

metadata set. 

3. Click Submit to record the metadata set assignment. You may then go back into the Edit tab and edit 

metadata values as desired. 

 

 

CREATING & EDITING CONTENT 

 

Creating & Editing 

Single-Click Content Creation 

Cascade Server’s Asset Factories provide users with single-click content creation functionality. Furthermore, 

Cascade makes the process of adding new content and modifying existing content easy. Creating frequently 

added pages such as blog entries and press releases is a quick and simple process with auto populating fields 

provided by Cascade. Additionally, once a new page is created, it is automatically named and placed in the 

appropriate folder. Cascade Server asset factories are fully customizable, providing users with the flexibility 

and personalization capabilities they need in a CMS. 
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WYSIWYG Editing 

Similarly to how users would manipulate the font, size, and layout of their content using a standard word 

processor, Cascades WYSIWYG (What You See is What You Get) Editor provides users with the ability to fully 

format all font, easily upload and insert images into a page directly from the WYSIWYG, insert and/or edit 

tables inline, and hyperlink to internal and external pages. Content can also be copied and pasted directly 

from Microsoft Word, making the content creation and publication process simple and easy. 

Upload and Manage Any File Type 

Cascade Server provides additional flexibility and ease by allowing users to upload and manage any file type all 

within the same interface. Users are able to upload files individually or as a zip archive. Just a few of the 

countless file types Cascade supports include PDF, .html, XML, JPEG, PNG, and GIF image files, and Microsoft 

Word documents. Files are easily stored in any folder and content managers can tailor folder and file 

arrangements to fit their organizational needs. Cascade provides users with Dublin-core and custom metadata 

available for all files, and allows administrators to control and/or limit the file types and sizes available to 

users. 

While Cascade Server supports uploading of any files, Administrators may choose to edit the list of supported 

file types by defining them in the system options. Additionally, the system provides for custom metadata fields 

and workflows for different file types. 

Multilingual Capable 

For international users, Cascade Server supports all major 

international languages and provides custom workflows to assist in human 

translation for multilingual sites. Furthermore, Cascade users can use these 

specialized workflows to facilitate collaboration between multinational teams on 

multilingual sites. Content can be entered in any language and Cascade Server is 

Unicode (UTF-8) compliant. 

Cascade Server is designed to handle all special characters and 

major international languages using the Unicode standard. 

In addition, Cascade Server offers structured data definitions designed to facilitate multi-language sites. For 

example, if a page should be accessible in Spanish and English, two WYSIWYG fields are included to input text 

in each language for the same page. For the site visitor, that page can then be viewed in either language. 

The ability to output the same site in different languages is a huge timesaving advantage over the traditional 

method of supporting and maintaining multiple sites in various languages. 

Structured Authoring 

To make content creation an even faster process, Cascade Server’s Data Definitions provides structured 

authoring capabilities. Structured Authoring is a way to allow non-technical users to enter content into a series 
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of fields without the need for additional formatting.  These structured fields are automatically styled using an 

XSL stylesheet.  In Cascade Server, structured authoring is accomplished using a Data Definition. Structured 

form fields for specialized pages allow for easy non-technical creation of structured pages. Cascade’s ability to 

provide full design-control for custom pages in addition to custom fields that can include text, WYSIWYG, 

dropdowns, check boxes and radio buttons all contribute to a faster and more efficient content creation 

process.  

Spell Checker 

Another element that furthers the efficiency of user’s content creation is Cascade’s Spell Checking 

functionality. The Spell Checker checks spelling for all content and metadata and also suggests alternate 

spellings. Users are able to check spelling as they edit and each user can tailor their dictionary to fit his or her 

unique needs. 

Site Preview 

Lastly, users are able to use Cascade’s Site Preview feature in order to preview all the content they have 

created or edited before going live and publishing the content. Design and scripting elements of a given 

previewed page are fully rendered, and users are able to navigate their site inside the CMS. 

Site Flexibility 

Multi-Site Management 

The flexible architecture and licensing model provided by Cascade allows unlimited sites to be managed and 

changed within the same interface. Microsites can be added as needed and users are able to publish content 

to multiple servers. In order to make sure each site is well-monitored, Manager roles can be assigned to allow 

a specified user to be the independent administration for each individual site. Content for all sites whether 

internet, extranet, intranet, or portal content, is all managed from one central location with Cascade. 

Separation of Content and Design 

Let content writers focus on writing content and layout designers focus on what they do best; Cascade Server 

provides for the separation of content and design which ensures better accuracy for the content itself, while 

at the same time ensuring presentation consistency.  

Cascade Server provides a true separation of content and design via template regions and the use of XML and 

XSL. In templates, different regions are defined representing common publishing elements such as header, 

footer, and navigation. The main body of content is available for editing independent of these design 

elements. With XML and XSL, pure data is stored and made accessible in XML form. This XML, with its data 

about data, is transformed by the appropriate XSL into a presentation format such as HTML, PDF, or WML. 

Separation of content and design is important in a content management system. 
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Key aspects of separation of content and design in Cascade: 

• Pure information is separated from design elements 

• XML represents data while XSL represents design (typically) 

• Business users edit content and not design 

Content Reuse Across Sites 

Content is able to be reused across sites, which further allows content managers to centrally manage common 

content and further ensure consistency. Users save time with single update functionality and automatic 

propagation of any changes throughout their site(s). Content Reuse functionality across sites also provides 

added efficiency for footers, copyrights, privacy policies, and other organization-wide content that is 

frequently reused and republished. 

Text Blocks are used when there is a need to reuse plain text content. Because Text blocks lack the WYSIWYG 

capabilities of XHTML blocks, they can be formatted in a number of ways by adding different XSL stylesheets. 

An XHTML Block is a great way to reuse content across multiple pages. 

Custom Metadata 

Users are also able to improve site flexibility with custom metadata. Cascade Server uses two types of 

metadata: wired and dynamic. Cascade provides the ability to add custom metadata to content in order to 

improve search results.  It also provides the ability to set required fields to ensure desired results. Adding 

metadata can also be used to automatically generate navigation, and content creators can write their own 

custom metadata to meet organizational needs. Cascade’s wired metadata fields are compliant with the 

Dublin Core Metadata Specification. 
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Multiple Format Conversion 

One of Cascade Server’s most powerful technological capabilities is its ability to repurpose content into 

multiple formats. Content only needs to be input into the system once and it is automatically available in other 

formats including: HTML, Lite HTML, PDF, Printer Friendly, and WML formats. This ability is especially helpful 

for keeping consistency throughout the various outputs of a piece of content. Content can be repurposed for 

different devices including PCs (web browsers), PDAs, cell phones, and printed materials. Cascade’s Multiple 

Format Conversion streamlines the process of repurposing content into multiple formats. 

 

Having content available in multiple formats is very helpful for organizations. Take for example a 

government site. Government sites are required to make their information available to everyone. 

Therefore, a sites need to be accessible via a dial-up modem.  

Cascade Server repurposes the standard HTML site into a Lite HTML format, which strips out rich graphics thus 

speeding the download time, while maintaining the navigation tree. The Lite HTML provides the same 

information with download speeds that are much faster so anyone with dial-up service can access the 

information on the government’s site. In addition to government sites, corporate sites that want to reach the 

homes of Internet users can also enjoy the power of Lite HTML repurposing. The WML (Wireless Markup 

Language) format is helpful to visitors with the need to access out in the field via their cell phones and PDAs 

with Internet access. The Printer Friendly format makes it easy for visitors to print out content on a website. 

The PDF makes content appear more palpable on the computer screen.  

Automatic Navigation  

Automatic Navigation is another feature available with Cascade that affords users with increased site 

flexibility. Automatic Navigation provides dynamic generation of bread crumbs, site maps, and context 

sensitive navigation menus based on content. 
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Online sitemaps and navigation trees are automatically updated when managed within Cascade Server. 

Adding a page that highlights a product benefit or new service offering is necessary, but without a consistent 

navigation tree which provides a link to the newly created page, the page becomes useless. Cascade Server 

ensures that when a business user puts a new page into the system that it can be easily added to the sitemap 

and navigation tree thus ensuring the new information is available to visitors of the site. Business users are 

even empowered to add new navigation menus that maintain the look and feel for the site. 

Automatic Link Checking 

Lastly, improved site flexibility is achieved with Cascade’s Automatic Link Checking which checks for broken 

links when creating, editing, or publishing content. 

e Link Checker checks and reports any broken links found in an asset.  

 

The link checker is typically turned on or off, system-wide, by an administrator. Depending on a user's 

permissions, the checker may be turned on or off at the page level as well. When turned on, the link checker is 

commenced after a page edit is made by clicking the ' Submit' button.  

 

If the checker detects any broken links, including any relative links that are also invalid within the CMS, you 

will be forwarded to a page detailing these errors and providing several options for dealing with them. 

 

The first field for each broken link shown on this page gives the value of the link as provided by the user. The 

second field, ' Content', gives the value of any 'alt' attribute within the <a> element. The third field, ' Spec 

Violation', details the specific type of violation that caused this link to be detected as broken by the link 

checker, these can include: 

1. Invalid Image Link - The source specified for the image was not valid or was relative. 

2. Broken Link - Either the target given by this link is relative, or the link is targeting a nonexistent asset. 

The user then has several options for handling each broken link:  

1. Asset Location - A radio button and file chooser allowing the user to choose an asset within the CMS 

as the target of the link or source for the image. 
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2. File Upload and Destination - A radio button, file upload, input field, and chooser allowing the user to 

choose a file on their computer to upload to the folder specified using the chooser. This file will 

replace the target of the broken link, and the link will be automatically rewritten by the CMS to point 

to the uploaded resource. 

3. Ignore - A radio button allowing the user to disregard the broken link. 

These errors must be dismissed or corrected as appropriate before the asset is saved. 

Automatic Archiving 

Cascade Server lets you set expiration dates for publishable assets with time sensitive content. When a 

publishable Asset (Page, File, or Folder) passes its expiration date as specified in that asset's metadata, it will 

be archived. The archival process involves two steps: 

1. First, the asset will be unpublished (removed from the remote server), 

2. Then, that asset will be moved in the CMS to the Expiration Folder defined in the asset's metadata. 

If no expiration folder is specified, the asset will still be un-published however it will not be moved in the CMS. 

 RSS Feed Generation 

Cascade Server allows users to utilize XML syndication to create RSS feeds for their sites. Cascade Server 

makes it easy to author RSS feeds with out-of-the-box XSL stylesheets that can turn an index block into an RSS 

feed syndicating items such as news, press releases, or anything else that needs to be syndicated. Also, using 

Cascade, users are able to create podcasts for syndication on ITunes. In addition, external RSS feeds can be 

aggregated using Cascade Server's XML feed blocks. 

Cascade Server also uses RSS feeds to syndicate workflow information from the user's dashboard. 

 

Enterprise Search 

Once content is created, Cascade provides simple and advanced search options to allow users to search 

through all pages and files for specific words and phrases within the system. Searches can be conducted by 

metadata or date range and results of the search are ranked by relevance. 
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COLLABORATION, APPROVALS, & SECURITY 

Flexible Users and Groups 

Cascade also provides flexible users and groups allowing administrators to give everyone the right amount of 

access by assigning customized permissions, roles, and options to individual users and groups. The group and 

role membership help to determine the privileges a user has in the system and help establish his or her access 

to various system resources. 

Assigning Permissions  

Permissions determine which users or groups have access to a specific folder or asset.  You may grant read or 

write permissions to multiple individual users, or multiple groups. 

To specify permissions for a folder or asset: 

1. Select the folder or asset from the left asset tree 

2. Click on the Access tab. 

3. To specify one or more users, select each desired user from the Unassigned box, and click the green 

forward arrow to bring them into the Read box.  Once users have been entered into Read box, you 

can then select from those users which ones you want to have Write access.  Users left in the 

Unassigned box will have the default permissions level, as specified under All. 

4. To specify one or more groups, select each desired group from the Unassigned box, and click the 

green forward arrow to bring them into the Read box.  Once groups have been entered into Read box, 

you can then select from those groups which ones you want to have Write access. Groups left in the 

Unassigned box will have the default permissions level, as specified under All. 

5. You may also restrict the folder or asset for all users by selecting the appropriate radio button under 

All. This will determine the default level of permissions for any users not specified above. 

6. If you are defining permissions for a folder, select whether or not these permissions should be 

replicated for all child folders by checking or un-checking Apply to children. 

7. Click Submit to save your changes.  
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Please note that if a user or group is given read or write access to a child folder, read access is automatically 

granted to all parent folders and higher to facilitate navigation to the specified folder. 

Content Access Rights 

To further ensure each user and group of users has access to the appropriate content, Cascade Server 

provides Content Access Rights to allows Administrators to make sure the right people have access to the right 

content and users aren't overloaded with irrelevant options. 

Notifications and Messaging 

Cascade allows users to receive system notifications and send messages to other users using Cascade Server’s 

messaging tools. 

 Messages are sent to users by other users as well as the CMS for a variety of reasons and take a number of 

forms, including informative reports and requests that the user perform a specific task. They are viewable 

from the "Messages" tab on the dashboard. Some of the most common messages are: 

1. Workflow Notifications - Sent by the CMS when a workflow enters a specific stage or is completed, 

these messages are essential to the proper flow of work between users in the CMS. 

2. Publish Reports - Sent following a publish job, these reports detail the successful and un-successful 

components of a publish by summarizing jobs that succeeded, failed or were skipped, and via 

reporting broken links. 

3. User Created Messages - Users also have the option of creating a message via the 'New' menu, which 

they may send to any user or group within the CMS. They may contain any content a user might 

normally be able to insert into a WYSIWYG field. 

Version Control 

Any time a change is made to an asset, Cascade Server automatically saves a version of that asset so nothing is 

ever lost. These versions can be viewed or activated as needed.  

 

The versions list for each asset shows a list of each version, the author for each change, the original creator of 

the asset, as well as the time and date of the change and any notes available. Users may navigate through the 

various versions, compare them with the current version and activate any version desired. 
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With Version control in place, business users are given peace of mind that errant actions will not lose 

information. In addition, the versioning mechanism allows for full compliance with legal and governmental 

regulations. 

 

To view a version of an asset: 

 

1. Select the desired asset and click on the Versions tab. 

2. You will see a list of versions showing for each version:                     

 Path- The name and path for the current asset (this will be the same for each version, unless the 

asset has been moved or renamed at some point). 

 Created on - The date that this asset was created (this will be the same for each version). 

 Modified on - The date that this version of the asset was saved. 

 User - The system user who created the version. 

     3.  Click on the version you want to view, and it will open in the main view. 

     4.   You will see an added " viewing" bar, allowing you to select the following actions: 

        More Recent - Scroll through to a later version. 

        Less Recent - Scroll through to an earlier version. 

        Original - Reverts back to the active or current version. 

        Activate - Makes the currently viewed version the active or current version. 

        Delete - Deletes the currently viewed version from the versions list. 

 

Audits and Reporting 

Cascade Server offers full audits and reporting for system administrators. The Audits tab is available to 

managers and administrators on all assets and allows you to view any actions relating to that asset. At the top 

of the Audit Trail are Start and End Dates with which you may filter results. Simply select a date range and 

click Filter.  You may also filter results according to action type. 
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The results of the audit offer the following values: 

• User - Clicking on the user will show statistics for that user. 

• Time - This shows the time that the action was completed. 

• Action - Actions include: Started Workflow, Advanced Workflow, Edit, Start Edit, Copy, Create, 

Reference, Delete, Delete and Un-publish, Check-in, Check-out, Version Activation, Publish, Un-

publish. 

• Information - This offers additional information including the Asset modified. It will also provide an 

Asset Link, which will take you to the view for the relevant asset. 

For administrators, records in the audit can be selected by clicking the checkbox next to each record. Selected 

records can be deleted by selecting Delete from the Action dropdown. 

LDAP Integration 

Cascade Server integrates with LDAP servers for authentication and user lists. Cascade supports the ability to 

integrate seamlessly with any LDAP (v3) compliant server, including Active Directory amongst others. This 

integration serves two purposes: 

• Importing users into Cascade Server on a schedule (or 

manually) 

• Actively authenticating users against the LDAP server 

Out of the box, plain-text and SSL binding is supported. If other 

binding methods are required, there is an API that may be extended 

to provide that functionality. 

Every user is identified by the system with his or her User ID. A password is then used for authentication and, 

the full name and e-mail serve as contact information for the user. The group and role membership help to 

determine the privileges a user has in the system and help to establish his or her access to various system 

resources. 

 

Check-In/Check-Out Content 

Often a user will want to retain control of an asset in the CMS, such that while that user has "locked" the 

asset, no other changes by other users may be made to that asset. This process of locking an asset is called 

"Checking Out", while releasing such a hold on the asset is referred to as "Checking In". If a user has checked 

out an asset and wishes to cancel his or her changes, that user would then break or cancel the lock, effectively 

discarding the changes. Checking in changes made to a locked asset commits the changes back into the CMS 

and breaks the lock. 

Assets are automatically checked out to a user any time edits are made in order to prevent multiple users 

editing the same asset. This lock is automatically timed out once changes have been submitted, unless the 
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asset is sent into a workflow process. During a workflow process, assets are automatically checked in to the 

appropriate user for each step. 

If a user wishes to access a locked asset, s/he may choose to send a message to the appropriate user 

requesting that the asset be released. Manual locks may only be broken by the user to which that asset is 

checked, or by an administrator. 

Aid collaboration by preventing multiple edits to the same content. 

Workflows 

A Workflow refers to the operational aspect of a work procedure, which includes: how tasks are structured, 

who performs them, what their relative order is, how they are synchronized, how information flows to 

support the tasks, and how tasks are being tracked.  

 

 

In Cascade Server, structured workflows can be created to control the creation of content and ensure that 

content goes through the appropriate approvals before being published to the web server. 

Workflows in Cascade Server are completely customizable. Cascade provides the ability to create custom 

workflows in XML for a structured business process with no limit to the number of steps. Additionally, there is 

no limit to the number of group and role combinations for users. 

A workflow can have an unlimited number of reviewers. They cannot, however, all access the item at once. To 

avoid the confusion of creating multiple drafts of the same item, workflows progress from one person or 

group to the next in an organized, predefined manner. Once a workflow has been initiated, only an 

administrator (and depending on access rights, Managers) can edit or cancel the process. 

Workflows can be applied at the page or content block level by selecting the appropriate workflow at the time 

of creation or by editing the workflow selections to a specific page. For pages that are composed of multiple 

content regions, each region or block can have individual workflow options attached to it. 
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Because workflows are selected at creation from a set of administrator-defined options, users can be granted 

the option of bypassing workflow provided that this option has been included on the page or folder level. 

Workflow Management 

Workflows are a valuable component of Cascade Server, as they provide a customizable, automated means for 

content to be checked multiple times by multiple trusted users before appearing to the public. The resulting 

diversity of input ensures that your content is accurate and, therefore, presented in a professional manner 

while ensuring only approved content goes live. Cascade Server makes certain that content entered into the 

system is quality checked using a serious of approval steps known as a workflow. Workflows can be 

customized or created from scratch to suit any business needs.   

The role each Cascade Server user plays in the workflow process is proscribed by the system role each user is 

given.  All users, from Contributor on up, may initiate a workflow when he or she creates or edits an asset.  A 

higher-level user, such as an Approver, will then review the asset and choose whether it will move onto the 

next step in the workflow process.  A Publisher may then publish the asset to the live site.  Managers and 

Administrators may also have these capabilities in addition to the ability to bypass and edit workflows in 

progress. 

 

PUBLISHING 

Cascade Server has a robust publishing engine designed to bake the files out in the development environment 

and synchronize those environments with one or more production servers. The assembled content is 

transformed into native XML files, 

standard HTML, and/or .NET files 

(.aspx). The strength of this system 

is that upon the publishing of 

content, the information is 

completely decoupled from the 

CMS allowing it to operate 

independently in any standard 

environment. 

 

The publishing process operates via 

manual user action, on a timed 

schedule, or via a workflow trigger. 

To manually publish the content, 

the user can click the publish 

button for the appropriate asset or group of assets (publish set). The production web server does not need 

any special software because content can be transferred via standard FTP or a mapped network drive. It is 

recommended to have the WCMS on its own server and acting as its own staging and development 
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environment. Changes can be published to the site immediately, and a full rebuild of the site is not required. 

Content can be published on demand and/or scheduled in a daily or hourly fashion.  

 

Cascade Server's flexible, open standards architecture provides many advanced features to aid in content 

management, collaboration, and site administration. 

Scheduled and Manual Publishing 

Cascade Server provides custom publishing options that offer full control and ease of use. The publishing 

process operates via manual user action, on a timed schedule, or via a workflow trigger. To manually publish 

the content, the user can click the publish button for the appropriate asset or group of assets (publish set). 

The production web server does not need any special software because content can be transferred via 

standard FTP or a mapped network drive. It is recommended to have the WCMS on its own server and acting 

as its own staging and development environment. 

Multiple Server Publishing 

With Cascade Server, there is no limit to the number of publishing locations. Cascade allows for managing of 

multiple websites on different servers and uses standard FTP or SFTP for secure transfers. \ 

 

 

Friendly URLS 

Cascade improves search rankings with human-readable URLs. Doing so allows search engines to index your 

site and provides for easier site navigation. 
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STANDARDS SUPPORT 

Accessibility Compliance 

Automatic checkers ensure that all content managed with Cascade Server is valid HTML/XML, and adheres to 

the requirements for accessible content. The Accessibility Checker (called the 508c checker in versions 3.7 and 

below) checks and reports errors that, when resolved, result in an enhanced accessibility for published 

content for the Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) Guidelines. 

The accessibility checker, much like the spell checker and the link checker, is invoked after a page edit is 

committed by clicking the Submit button. If there are any elements that the CMS deems suspect, the user will 

be forwarded to an Accessibility Checker page listing the errors sorted by the field on the page in which they 

occur. 

The checker will report on common errors such as <table> elements without summary attributes as well  as 

<img> tags without alt attributes among others. You can customize the accessibility checking for your own 

specific needs as well. 

Tidy HTML/XML 

Cascade’s use of Tidy HTML/XML ensures W3C standards compliance and improves browser compatibility and 

search rankings. Furthermore, using Tidy HTML/XML and automatic checkers allows users to keep their pages 

lightweight and standards compliant. 

 

 

WEB SERVICES 

Cascade Server’s web services leverage the power of XML to communicate using SOAP (Simple Object Access 

Protocol). While most of the time one will use a framework that abstracts the logic away from writing the pure 

XML requests (such as a PHP SOAP client or Apache Axis), the common denominator are these SOAP messages 

in the XML format that must conform to the WSDL set forth by Cascade Server.  

Web services provide Cascade Server users with a powerful way to work with the system by providing a very 

raw interface with which to interact. This interface provides methods to create, edit, read, and delete all 

assets and components in the software. Additionally, you can also perform publish requests for files, folders, 

and pages. Finally, any of these operations are able to be wrapped together in a "batch" request for 

submitting more than one operation in a single request. 
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REQUIREMENTS 

 

Cascade Server is a centrally-managed web-based application available to all users via an internet connection.  

Cascade Server is designed to create standards-compliant web content available to site visitors across all 

browsers and platforms. 

Server Requirements (for CMS deployment) 

• Windows NT/2000/XP/2003, Linux, Solaris, Mac OS X operating system 

• MySQL 4.1/5.0, MS SQL Server 2000(SP4)/2005, Oracle 9i/10g 

• Apache, Microsoft IIS, Netscape Enterprise Server, Zeus Web Servers 

• Minimum 3.2 GHz Intel Pentium 4/AMD Athlon or equivalent 

• Minimum 1.5 GB RAM 

• Minimum 250 MB HD space 

Client Machine Requirements (for content contributors) 

• Internet Explorer 5.5 or higher on Windows 

• Netscape 7.1/Mozilla 1.3+/Firefox 1.0+ on Mac OS X, Windows, and Linux 

• Safari 2/3 on Mac OS X (Both Safari 2 & 3 have limited functionality in the WYSIWYG) 

• Best used with display system capable of 1024 X 768 resolution 

• A network connection 

 

 


